xlviii	Introduction: Part II
 6,	note 6.   A characteristically Jainistic reflection.
 7,	note 8.   No special reason appears for this insertion.
10, note 4. There is no reason apparent for this markt change, but
the fuller and better story in which all the other three concur is doubt-
less the original, rather than JR's reduced narrative.
12, note 8. Is this curious change (which is quite in keeping with
the general idea of karma and transmigration, especially in its Jainis-
tic form) prompted by a subtle desire to put the brahman (note that
the word is kept here in JR) in a bad light, by turning him into a
raksasa ?
IS, note 2. The original account, in which the king merely listens
modestly to the conceited learning of the others and then sets them an
example of deeds, seems much better than JR's modification. JR could
not quote the brahmanistic puranas.
15,	notes 7 and 10.   No reason appears for JR's variant.
14, note 9. An interesting touch which makes the karma idea come
out of an originally purely fatalistic story.
16,	note 3.   A strictly religious moral is injected into a setting which
does not lend itself well to such use.
19, note 2. Cf. above under 4, note 4; but here JR cannot avoid
introducing the king as engaging in a hunt, since otherwise he could
not have been drawn into the enchanted cave.
19, notes 5 and 6. Cf. above, page xlvi, note 1* Note that in the
end of this story the brahman remains a brahman in JR.
 23,	note 8.   No reason is clear for the omission of the dream-section.
 24,	note 7.   This story of the birth of Qalivahana is peculiar to JR,
and I have not found its source.
25,	The markt differences introduced by JR in this story have no
cle&r motivation.   It is clear, however, that JR is secondary.   Thus,
in order to get the Cow of Wishes into the story at the end, she is
dragged in by the ears, so to speak; tho she has not been mentioned
at all previously, " this cow of wishes " is presented to the king.
27, note 7. JR's account makes the gambler's action a little too
** unverschamt," even for one of his character.
SB9 note 5. The unethical., but vigorous, original was displeasing in
itself to the Jain redactor, perhaps; and anyhow, he had to eliminate
Qiva and ParvatL Hence the change to the ve;ry pious account
of the origin of the curse found in JR. There is no doubt of JR's
secondariness.

